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To suit 1 ton ute dropside trays

A quality Utility Canopy you will be proud to own.
Industrial strength
frame & canopy.
Simple & easy to use
and remove.
Opening sides & rear for
full access.
6 Slipstream overlapped
zipps.
Fully functional tray
drop sides.
Ripstop Canopy fabric.
High quality.
Superior design.
The Australian Canvas Co’s COURIER CANOPY & FRAME has been specifically designed for the 4x4 and courier use.

The frame:2 industrial strength frame bows (1 front, 1 rear), made from galvanized, radius bent, round 38x1.6 & 2.5mm tubing, sat onto
corner receiver tubes. (A standard bow side height of up to 1.4m above the tray deck is available).
3 heavy duty roof spreaders are Slip & Rotation joined between the 2 bows, which eliminates fatigue for off-road use, and when
the frame is removed from the 4 tray receivers, allows the frame to be disassembled into smaller sections for storage.

The canopy:Industrial strength Ripstop PVC/Acrylic coated nylon cloth is the fabric we use on all our industrial canopies as it will NOT
shrink,(thus zips last longer). It may be cleaned with mild soaps and detergents (allowing light colours to be used), CANNOT
rot, may be stored wet for prolonged periods, is stable to sunlight, and has an outdoor life of 8 years or more (and is thus vastly
superior to canvas for this use).
Double panelled rub strips over the roof struts are standard, as are slipstream overlaps for all 6 zippers (2 per side and 2 in the
rear). The front and rear windows are welded into the canopy to eliminate sewing perforation of the clear window PVC.
Generally the canopy will fit over your headboard, between the cabin and the tray, for the best wind resistance and weather
sealing

Design parameters:- Unfortunately there is no standard dropside tray size or headboard shape, so even though these canopies
and frames are made to our standard design, they must still be made and assembled as a one off to suit your tray size and
headboard.

Price
$1980 +GST for the canopy & frame
$720 +GST for standard installation
Unfortunately installation includes part of our manufacturing process,
and sometimes final fabric size adjustments, so it must be carried out by our factory

Options:- Roof rack bars, flyscreen side walls &/or rear wall
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